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An analogy…
• (Almost) everyone learns some cooking
• There are books and tutorials to teach cooking techniques
• A chef views cooking as their profession

• (Almost) everyone learns some programming
• There are books and tutorials to teach programming techniques
• A software engineer views writing code as their profession
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It makes a difference…

“Good programmers are 10x more productive than average.”

-- Software engineering folklore



A really big difference…

“The best programmers are up to 28 times better than the worst 
programmers, according to ‘individual differences’ research.”

-- Robert L. Glass in Facts and Fallacies of Software Engineering



Research Software Use
• “Research software”

• Anything used to generate, process, or analyze results you intend to appear in a publication
• Anything from a few lines of code written by you to a professionally developed software package

1. S.J. Hettrick et al, UK Research Software Survey 2014, DOI:10.5281/zenodo.1183562
2. U. Nangia and D. S. Katz. Surveying the US National Postdoctoral Association Regarding Software Use and Training in Research. (WSSSPE5.1), 2017.

Researchers using research software 92 % 95 %

Fundamental to their research 69 % 66 %

UK1 US2



Some of the problems
• Writing good code requires experience/training 
• Writing good code is hard and time consuming
• Domain scientists/researchers typically aren’t rewarded for good code

• Publications result from new insight or discovery

• Graduate students and post-docs are frequently primary developers
• Often tasked with making software design decisions as a novice programmer

• As one RSE said “They aren’t even aware of the damage they have done.”

• Grad students and post-docs leave



An all too common situation 

http://phdcomics.com/comics.php?f=1689

Piled Higher and Deeper by Jorge Cham



One solution: RSE
1. Establish a position dedicated to research software

• A (new) career path in the research community
• Research Software Engineer

• Role isn’t really new
• Term ‘RSE’ was coined in 2012 in UK 

• Princeton RSE group
• Formed in late 2016
• Centrally located group of software experts with permanent positions
• 2019 expanded to include other fully-funded departmental RSEs



• Goal: Help researchers create the most efficient, scalable, and sustainable 
research code possible in order to enable new scientific advances.

• Complement traditional academic research groups with embedded, long-term:
• Software development
• Domain specific knowledge
• Algorithm development and selection
• Performance tuning & optimization
• Coding standards and techniques

Princeton RSE Group

Princeton RSE Group, 2019



What is a Princeton RSE?
1. Software Engineer/Developer

• Design, develop, refactor
• Build tests, documentation, etc.

2. Computational Researcher/Scientist
• Domain expertise
• Implement algorithms in code
• Extract science from software

3. Traditional Research IT Support 
• Get novice researchers started
• Answer help tickets
• Solve error messages, installation, etc Computational 

Researcher/Scientist
Professional Software 
Engineer/Developer

Traditional 
Research IT 

Support
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Where the RSE magic 
happens!



Current Princeton RSE Partnerships

Princeton Neuroscience 
Institute 

Center for Statistics 
and Machine Learning

Genomics & 
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Applied & 
Computational Mathematics

Molecular Biology

Politics & Sociology

High-Energy Physics
(IRIS-HEP)



National Associations
• UK
• Germany
• Netherlands
• Nordic
• Australia/NZ
• US

• US-RSE: https://us-rse.org
• 3 Goals:

• Community
• Advocacy
• Resources

https://us-rse.org/


Summary
RSE Advantages:

• Combining research/domain knowledge with software engineering best practices
• Primarily focused (and evaluated) on software contributions not research ouput
• Mentor and leaders to novice developers
• Educate (training, workshops, etc.)
• Institutional knowledge

“Dave has transformed the way we do research in the building.”

“This [the RSE program] is the single most important thing you 
[Research Computing] can do to support research on campus.”

-- Jonathan Cohen, Robert Bendheim and Lynn Bendheim Thoman Professor in Neuroscience. Professor of Psychology and 
the Princeton Neuroscience Institute. Co-Director, Princeton Neuroscience Institute.  [Used with permission]



Thank you!
• http://www.princeton.edu/researchcomputing
• http://us-rse.org

• Slack Channel, Mailing list, Events/Workshops

• Questions, comments, discussions: 
• icosden@princeton.edu
• Twitter: @IanCosden

http://www.princeton.edu/researchcomputing
http://us-rse.org/
http://princeton.edu

